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ABSTRACT

In tne rapid growth of the Technical, Vocational, and

Anuit Schools in Wisconsin, the technical subject areas have

ept pace with the constantly changing demands of industry,

wnile some of the academic areas, mainly English, have had

little or no revision to meet these new demands. In spite

of this fact, there has been a sparcity of research in

evidence to show that any attempt has been made to bring

the English programs abreast of the technical growth.

For this reason, 379 ouestionnaires were sent to

industries in Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota to determine

tne English needs of the technician. In addition, 14 inter-

views were conducted with businesses in Wisconsin and Minn-

es.q,a while the technical schools were asked to submit their

Enzsh programs. These results were tabulated and mean

percentages of time were found in order that an English

program could be formed.

The responses showed that between 57.2 and 69 per

cent of the technician's time is spent in communicative

They also revealed that technical reporting, a

ma:-1r mIrtion of the job, was equally divided between oral

ana wr:tien reporting. As a result of the survey, a two-

semester English program for the technician was designed to

meet the specific demands of industry.
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II. DEFINITIONS OF MIS USED

Technician. A technician is usually employed in (1)
research, design, or development; (2) productiOn, operation,
or control; (3) installation, maintenance, or sales. Within
the confines of this study, the technicians are serving in
the fields of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Automotive
Technology, Commercial Art, Electronics, and Mechanical

Design. The,,..functpn of the technician in this study is to
work under the supervision of an engineer, supervisor, or
lead commercial artist performing the manual and reporting
tasks in the technical field. Re must effectively communi-
cate scientific, sales, or engineering ideas mathematically,
graphically, or linguistically.2

Technical, Vocational, and Adult Schools. _ In Wia-
consin, Technical Schools are public edUcational institutions
designed to prepare people for employment. In this paper,
the technical procrem of the schools will be examined.
This program offers a two-year course and grants an Associate
Degree in the fields mentioned above.

krenunicatiotills P zmro In Wisconsin state

2Cathleen Quirk and Carol Sheehan (eds.), Research inVocational and Technical Education Proceedings of a c'trinei";'ence(The University ot Wisconsin 6enter for Stuiliek7inlrocational,and Technical,Echratioti, 1967), 13. 164
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM Alfb PEFINITIONS OF WRNS USED

With the rapid growth of the Technical, Vocational,

and Adult Schools, it is very apparent that the English

Pmgrams in most of these schools are inadequate. In an

age in which the technician serves as a liaison-between

the engineer and production worker, or between management

and the working force, the need of an effective language

program in technical schools must be recognized. The lack

of reSearch in the area of English programs for technical

schools has hampered the deieloiment of core area subjects

and has resulted in the use of. outdated programs.

THE *PROBLEM

Statement of the problem. It is the purpose, of this

ztudy (l) to show typical English programs now being offered

in t;hc! te:lnnical ).(Illools of Wisconsin; (2) .to determine

needs of the technician in industry; and

to presem; an effective English program for the tech-
.

scnool determined by westionnaire and interview

,tudy of Wisconsin, Iowa, and Minnesota industries.

Inoryrtance of the study. Results of the survey ehowees

b=t;;.x.cn 57,2 and 69 per cent of the technicianls time is
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spent in some form of oral or written communication. Fur-

ther research indicated that the technician is severely

handicapped by the lack of ability to communicate. In a

recent survey of engineering and scientific technicians,

English was listed as the most important course taken in

undergraduate work.1 The ability to explain the product

that the technician has developed las in many cases, as

important in the acceptance of the product as is its tech-

nical value.
In spite of the important part the communicative

skills courses play in the training of the technician,

the majority of the technical schoolb fail to adapt the
English program to the needs of expository communication.

Of the seven Wisconsin technical schools that responded

to the survey, five were devoting over 30 per cent of the

time to teaching parts of speech and punctuation. Only

one of the schools was teaching oral reporting, while

six were devoting less than 20 per cent of the time to

Written report writing. In this study, an attempt will be

made to correlate the .recaamended English program with

the actual needs of the technician in industry.

1Gordon H. Mills and John A. Walter, Technical Writing.
(New Yorks 1962), p. 2.



/I. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Technician. A technician is usually employed in (1)

research, design, or development; (2) production, operation,

or control; (3) installation, maintenance, or sales. Within

the confines of this study, the technicians are serving in

the fields of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Automotive

Technology, Commercial Art, Electronics, and Mechanical

Design. Thefunction of the technician in this study is to

work under the supervision of an engineer, supervisor, or

lead commercial artist performing the manual and reporting

tasks in the technical field. hie must effectively communi-

cate scientific, sales, or engineering ideas mathematically,

graphically, or linguistically,2

Technical, Vocational, and Adult Schools, In Wis-

consin, Technical Schools are public edUcational institutions

designed to prepare people for employment. In this paper,

the technical prortgam of the schools will be examined.

This program offers a two-gear course and grants an Associate

Degree in the fields mentioned above.

Communication Skills Proam. In Wisconsin state

2Cathleen Quirk and Carol Sheehan (eds.), Researdh in
Vocational and Technical Education Proceedings of a donrerence(The -11niveraffy of ideconsin tenter for Studies-1n vocaka
and TechOcalEdu,atioli, 1967), pl. 164
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technical schools, all students are required to complete

two semesters of Communication Skills. Each semester is

eighteen weeks and covers the basic English skills of

reading. writing, speakinos and liftitaning.



CHAPTER IX

THE METHOD OF ATTACKrNG THE PROBLEM

In order to determine what specific communicative

tasks are being performed by the technician on the Job,

a questionnaire wet sent to 379 industries in Wisconsin,

Iowa, and Minnesota. A copy of the questionnaire is

show, in Appendix. A. As an instructor at Coleman Tech-

nical Institute in La Crosse, I was concerned about our

technical English program. As a result I sent 315 ques-

tionnaires to Wisconsin businesses and industries, while

'16 were sent to Minnesota firms and 13 to Iowa companies.

The largest number of questionnaires was sent to Wisconsin

firms since the majority of our graduates are employed

in Wisconsin. It was further felt that there was a

definite responsibility to meet the needs of Wisconsin

industry. The following criteria were used in the

selection of the firmst the firms had to employ more

than 100 employees and had to have technicians in the

fields mentioned in Chapter I.

Of the 379 questionnaires sent, 189 were returned,

of which 133 Were responses with usable answers. Some

of the diffiaulty in the low return of the questionnaires

may have been due to the fact that they were sent in bulk
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mail and as a result would not have been forwarded if the

address of the company.had.been changed. Lack of answers

on 66 questionnaires may have been the result of misinter-

pretation of the first question, which asked bow many:.

Coleman graduates were employed. If they answered "None"

to this question their tendency may well have been to

ignore the rest of the survey. This, however, is pure

speculation, and other circumstances may hdire provided

reasOns for not returnL:g the survey. The percentage of

returns was 45 per cent while the percentage of Usable

returns was 35 per cent.

The second method of researdhing the needs of in-

dustry was the use of personal interviews. Tem inter-

views were conducted in La Crosse, while four were

conducted in Minnesota. Lasting approximately ninety

minutes, the interviews consisted of using the same

questionnaire plus observing the technician in the per-

formance of his tasks.. The same questionnaire was used

so that the interviewee would have a prior knowledge of

the information sought. In the interviews, answers were

given in greater detail and the opportunity for further

questioning existed.

TO determine the,:ogferings ofithe technical schools,

twelve tedhnical,soho?ls including Col,etqr.,rre asked



to submit copies of their two-semester English programs.

Of these, seven schools responded, four giving their

units in terms of weeks and days and the other three

Indicating units of instruction only. A mean percentage

of specific units offered was determined, and thus no

schools are individually Identified.

This method is by no means original or unique,

since it has been used in the establishment of technical

and general courses In two-year college programs. The

American Association of Junior Colleges recommended the

following steps in initiating occupational, educational

curricula:

Prior to initiating occupational curriculums.
or courses, two essential steps aro necessary: (a)
determining need and (b) determining capability.

The asiociation reports that need Is determined by

making a comprehensive occupational survey followed by

spot surveys,
1

1
Clyde' E. Blocker,,Robert R. Plummer, and Richard

C. RI6hardson; Jrc/The 'two -Year Calle e: A-Social S 101ks.
(Englewood Cliffs, pip



CHAPTER III

PRESENT OFFERINGS OF TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

The need for an effective English prlgram is nowhere

more apparent than in the offerings of the technical schools

that responded to the questionnaire. It is for that reason

that this paper will attempt to present an.English program

that will satisfy the demands of industry.

Five of the schools use the text, College EnAlish

and Communication, by StmelMet, Lanham, and Zimmer. The

emphasis is geared toward secretaries, administrators, or

accountants rather than the technician. Same 35 per cent

= of the text deals with parts of speeah and punctuation

and 35 per cent deals.with business letters. The balance

of the text covers spelling, speech, -word origin, and ad-

ministrative procedures. 1

Four of the schools'indicate that they are using

books on technical writing; however, the unit plans submitted

show no evidence that any technical English is being taught.

If the units that are shown are being used, there can be no

time to handle the technical writing or reporting covered

4. 4

11411*ie M.: Stewart, Frink.W.4anhaiii-and Kenneth
Zimmer College English and COmmunióation (New York, 1964), pp. 1-532.



practical application appears .to 'be the solatio6 rather
than pure theory of gramma.

The balance of the coursed have been shown as
"other" in Table I, page 13. This material ranges from
discussions of parliamentary law to .panel and group

discussions on the sociological aspecti of industry. DI-
eluded in this categorY are the offerings of two schools'
of a "Listen and. Read" tape designed to improve listening.
The amount of time spent on these categories did not
appear to be significant enough to list thesi.separately.

If' there is one general statement that would apPly
to the English programa ti;at are now being offered it
would have to include the fact that most of the material
is irrelevant to the technical courses being offered." If
the philosophy of the technical school is to train the
individual in the vocational tkills he needs to gain .

immediate employment, then the English program should
complement such a philosophy.. In the balance of this
paper, this chapter will be used to show relationships
beiween what is offered and what is needed. Table twill
serve as the referent for future chapters.
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Moreover, the materials used need some attention. Several

schools use the Reader's Digest,which may suffice in the

high sdhool English class but falls far short of the

highly technical language of industry. TWo of the schools

are using Technical by Rufus P. Turner, a

noted autho'r in the field.of Technical English. Also

included in some instances is a unit in the apprediation

of poetry. This unit might well be questioned in refer-

ence to the total amount of time allocated for communica-

tion

Speech is taught in,a11:seven schools but on a-very

limited basis. The meem.,time is 12.1 per cent, hardly

corisistent,with the importance speech has.in the World:of

work. The majority of speeches appear to.be of an in-

troductory nature or at best one or two informative

speeches. Only one school offered any oral tedlnical

reporting-and this-was done for 1.1 per cent of the Course.

Yetas this study wIll show, oral reporting plays

cant part_in the day of the techniciad.
.

thie school offers fOtir weeks o; techniCal-writing

while another offers three weeks, :together accounting fOr

the mean per cent of 9.4 of time spent. Again, the !sive

schools that ignore technical report writing are ignoring

.a large part of the requirements Of industry.. The-other
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writing that is offered in the schools. composes 6.3 per

cent of the course. Unfortunately it frequently appears

an a "This is my Life" theme. No doubt many teachers

spend time in assigning themes; however, no individual

writing units appear in the course outlines.

Vocabulary and spelling receive little individual

attention, consuming4.9 and 5.3 per cent of the time

rspectively. Most of the work is.given from the text

with prepared spelling lists from Secretarial associations

or vocabulary builders from Reader's DiOsts. It appears

that there are very few, if any, attempts -.to complement

the technical areas by teaching spelling and vocabulary

from specific subject areas.

The largest per cent of time in the cammunicative

zills courses is devoted to teaching parts of speech

and puncLuationa 37.8 mean per cent of time. This mean

no doubt is distorted by the use of 19 weeks by one-school,

but %here is an overabundance of pure grammar being

ofI e:c lsewhere. .In view of the fact that students

:jt ieailt 11 years of English by the completion

ot i1h ;:ohoo), a itomplete review or identificati6n

of parts of upeech and all of the punctuation rules

unaecese.ary. I cannot argue against:theneed-for

knowlode of sentence.structure and correct.usagel'but
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practical application appears .to be the solution rather
than pure theory of gramma*.

The balance of tkie courses have been shown as

"other" in Table I, page- 13. This material ranges from
discussions of parliamentary- law to .panel and group
discussions on the sociological aspecti of-industry. Xfl-

eluded là this eategorY are the otferings of two schoolif
of a "Listen and. Read" tape designed. to Improve :listening.
The amount of time spent on these categories did not
appear to be significant, enough to list thei.separately.

If there is one general statement that would apply
to tfie English programa that are now being offered it
would have to include the fact that .most of the.material
is irrelevant to the t,eehnical courses being offered. If
the philosophy of the technical school is ,to tra41 the.
individual in. the yocational adcills he needs to gain
immediate employment, then the .English. program should
complement such a philosophy.. In the balance of this
paper, this chapter will be used to show relationships
beiween 41at is offered and, mhat is needed. Tal4e I. will
serve as the referent for future chapters.

*
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TABLE I

.S.44107- 7, ,'4414-4 `7610, '4,,,,g`g fi'VA,"44%,"4,

SPECIFIC CONTENT FROM SEVEN TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

MEAN % OP TINE
COURSE CONTENT SPENT OUT OP 36 WEEKS

Originating Business Letters

Comprehensive Reading 11.6

Speech .12.2

Technical Reporting, Oral 1.1

Technical Reporting* Written 9.4
Vocathilary 4.9
Composition - Writing
Spelling

Parts of Speech and Punctuation 37.8

Other 6.4

100.0

-

,,
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CHAPTER IV

NEEDS OF THE TECHNICIAN IN INDUSTRY

"An inarticulate man will never, realize his full

potential regardless of his technical competence. This

statement by Mr. D. J. Stewart, Technical Director for the,

7.11autz Paint and Varnish Company in Madison,_WiscOnsin, sums

up the communication philosophy of the companies that re-

sponded to the queitionnaire. The idea .that English is a -,

very vital part of the training of the technical student

is further proven by a recent survey of General Electric

technicians _and engineers in which 7,000 technical people:,

listed English as the subject, second only to.their tech...!

nical.subjects, that helped them most in their careers.2

The part that communication plays in the workins

day :Jf the technician is shown to occupy approximately :

57.2 per cent of his time. ,The balance, 4380 is spent

in manual or pure,ly technical tasks. Table II, page_23,.

Lives a complete breakdown of the various communicative
,

11). 3. Stewart, Technical Director of .Mautz Paint
art6 Varnish Company, Madison, Wisconsin. Comment on
returned questionnaire, September, 1967. Permission to
quote secured.

2
Mills, p. 5.



skills that compose this percentage. The balance of this

chapter will deal with each individual skill. Substan-

tiation will be added by correlating the results of the

written survey with the results of 14 personal interviews

and visitations. The results of these interviews are shown

in Table III, page 24.

algaatils_11,111AtIE_Etttatz. 'Table II, Page 23

shows that 64 per cent of the coppanies indicated that

the mean time spent on this task was 6 per cent. Further

discussion with the ccapanies revealed that these business

letters generally fit into the following categories. First,

the specialist must be able to communicate with inter-

plant personnel as well as with other companies to inquire

of new or different equipment. Since the technician is

involved in maintenance and development, it is obvious

that he must be adept in composition of letters of inquiry,

biddings, and requests for specifications. Secondly,

if ihe technician works for a smaller company, he must

often _goOle as the purchaser of testing equipment or

replacelhent partS. The letter of purChase With its exact-

neSs and conciseness must be included it any trainin&

prOgraM for the technicion. Finally, as was Mentioned

earlier, the technical schools must train the gradUate

in the_ correct use of applicatiOn letters. All of those

3M1lls, p. 251.
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personally interviewed and several of the written question.;

naires indicated that few if any technical school graduates

could write a passable letter of application.

As the technicitin advances in his posiiion, the

major portion of his letter writing will beln the forin

of dictation to a secretary. This factor could well be a

reason for the rather low mean time for the task of writ-

ing letters shown in the questionnaires.

In addition to letter Writing, the personal inter-

views indicated that the technibian spends a.fair amount

of time in writing of memorandums or inter-office memos

which could eas4y be classified in the business letter

category. Since the questionnaire only asked 'about busi-

ness letters, the omission of memos couldr in.speculation,

be another reason for the low amount of time given to

letter writing.

Writing of Tedhnical Articles: Only 39 per cent of

the companies responded to this question. Those that did

gave a mean time of 11 per cent. On the basis of this re-

sponse, writing of technical articles for periodicals or,

the news media does not appear to halie mudh significance.

one reason for this may be found in the method of'selection

of the sample group. Since the companies chosen employed

100 or more people, the Writing of tecilnical artiCles is
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probably left to the engineer. Furthermore, technical

articles are generally written, on topics of product devel-

opment or innovations; therefore, unless the technician

worked directly in a Research and Development section, it:

seems unlikely that' he would be involved in such tasks.

Those- coipanies that responded affirmatively had the ma-

jority of their technicians working in Researdh and Mewl-
,

opment sections..

Only one interview gave any support to this category.

A company that employs a staff of eighteen commercial

artists and draftsmen in its Art Department gave that

department the responsibility for the editing.of the com-

pany paper on technical matters. The technicians had to

be able to gather the information and condense it for a

journalistic report. no doubt could be the work in

some of those companies that,composed the 3996, !Oxide the

commevlial artist or, draftsman is also involmed in the

preparation of sales catalogues, there is a strong possi-

bility that there would be.somie technical descriptive writ-

ing done there.

Reading of Technical Inclu4ed in 96.9

per cent or the reaponsesi. there is little doubt*that

reading is'a .ital skill for each technical student. The

mean of reading time in the job was rather low considering
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the responses, but the importance of reading was stressed

in the comments and personal interviews. Most of the

interviewees suggested a reading time of between 10 and 20

per cent while the survey 'showed a mean of 10.1. Most of

the firms that were interviewed indicated that the technicians

were encouraged to read trade journals and product releases

.for specific job information. Then too, due to the high .

complexity of the technical vocation, there are unlimited

numbers or specifications, instruction manuils, and company

directives to follow and underStand. Comprehension was tne

key word in the reading skill rather than speed. Further

evidence of the importance of comprehensive reading of

technical matters was the fact that 65 per cent of the

responses desired further training in reading for the

technical graduates. (See Table V, page 34) There can be

no questioning the fact that the technician is severely

handicapped if he lacks the ability to read for accukacy

and understanding.

Oral Communication Tasks. The second largest number

of responses was given to this category, for which 95.4 per

cent of the companies indicated that a mean of 30.1 per cent

of the time was spent in oral communication tasks. Again

the personal interview (Table III, page 2)4.) revealed that

this estimate might be low by as much is 15 to 20 per
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cent. Since the ieChnician is a liaison .between the

ptoduction worker and engineer, a gond pOrtion*of hie time

is spent in either sending or receiving oral directives.

In my personal observation of the various working statiOns

during the 90 minute interviews, it was very apparent that

oral communication took a larger portion than 30 percent

of the time. If the technician happened to be working in

mechanical design sections-, it was no*:t unusual to see him

discussing plans with engineers for fifteen to twenty

Minute periods of time. Technicians working in the plant

as testing personnel.kept-an almost continual teChnicgl-

dialogue going as they reported the results of the teit."

Those companies-that used technicians as service--

men in the various utility fields indicated that-for a :

substantial amount of time, the techniCian must be able

to meet the public, not only Tepresenting the'company with

courteous service and manners but also being. able to explain

tne mechanical aspects of the problem in laymeWs, terms...

One of the intervieWeeS exiDlained that a major

drawback of the teChnician was the-lack of ability to ex-

plain his4product to superiors. .The failure to stand and

justify the product he was developing, handicapped the

technician as much as-would a lack of the:specific skills

needed to pmiuce in induStry.

v

,



Some rather general oral tasks were the conducting

of demonstrations, sales meetings, or safety meetings. More

than seven companies had their tedhnicians actually work

in exhibition booths of county fairs or industrial shows.

Again the ability to speak to groups of people was very

important.

The skill of effective listening, although not

listed on the miestionnaire, received enough comment on

some of the questionnaires and in all of the interviews to

be mentioned in this report. Perhaps the best summary of

the feelings of industry regarding this skill was explained

by an unnamed respondent who not only quoted Thoreau in his

response but concluded with this message. "The listenibg

reeiving(sic) aspect is most important. Communication, to

be highly effective, must totally encircle sender and receiver.

Since Nichols has already proven that 45 per cent of our

day is spent in listening, this listening is a significant

factor in each job. 4 In the life of the technician, where

thousands of dollars may be invested in each project, the

'ability to listen nust play a major role. Eadh interviewee

stressed that the technical student must be given training

in listening and following oral directives.

Karl F. Robinson, Teaching Speech in the Secondary
eortAL (New York, 1954), 07-2rg.
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The total time spent in the communicative process

is a mean of 57.2 per cent, which is considerably lower

than the generally accepted figure of 70,1 per cent. 5
-The

variation can be speculated about from several different

angles. First, there is no way to determine how much

timevas given to the questionnaires by industry. Al-

though it appeared that the majority of then ended in the

hands of those in the best position to evaluate them, there

may be room for some doubt when comparing their.answers=to

the national.figures. Secondly, there can be little doubt

that the national surveys spent mOie time in a thoisough

ourvey of tile working stations aS well as the individuals

involved.
6

For a limited paper of this size, it was a

pnysical impossibility to guarantee the same accuracy.

Finally, when personal interviews were conducted with the

14 companies, the mean time of each individual item rose

considerably higher than the mean of the surveys. This can

be explained by the Opportunity to elaborate and investigate

each point on the questionnaire more thoroughly than in the

Impersonal written response.

5Robert E. Levinson, "How to Get Through to People,"
Nation's Business, Vol. 54(November, 1966), pp. 92-103.

6
Stewart, p. 704
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.Table /II, page 24, shows the iesionses during inter-

views with fourteencompanies in Wisconsin and Minnesota.

These interviews were conducted with the idea of actually

visiting a fair representative of eadh of the majOr areas-

of technology listed earlier. In them a significant differ-

ence 3n total'time was'noticed in the oral tasks and read-

-ing of tedhnical articles, while the mriting of technical

articles received.no uention at all.

Each interview-lasted for an average of ninety

minutes and consisted,of not only the oral interview but

also a toUr of the departments and an opportunity to talk

to technicians and observe them at work. I.feel the oral

figure listed in Table III, page 24, is far more aCcurate

than that listed in Table II, page 23..

The final_part of this chapter deals with technical

reporting. On the questionnaire, Appendix: A, I asked for

the amount of ttme spent in givinfOechnical reports. The

camments and the interviews supported the theory that a

total of 49.9 per cent of research work is spent in

reporting. This is further broken into written reporting,

24.5 per centland oral-reporting, 25.4 per cent. The term

researdh reporting needs some clarification at this point

in that it does not refer to library research and report-

ing bui rather the reporting that results from test data



TABLE II

RESPONSES PROM INDUSTRIAL QUESTIONNAIRES

Task Number of % of useable Mean %
Responses Reaponses of Time

Originating Letters as 64 6.0

Writing Technical
Articles 53 39 11.0

Reading Technical
Articles 129 96.9 10.1

Oral Ttsks 127 95.4 . 30.1

Total Time Spent. in Communicative Tasks

Total rime Spent in- teChnical Tasks

57.2

- 42.8

100.0

23
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TABLE III

RESPONSES FROM INDUSTRIAL INTERVIEWS

Tasks Mean :f ri0

Originating Letters 10.0-

Writ:ng Technical Articles 00.0

Reading Technical Articles 16.7

Oral Tasks 42.3

Total Time in Communicative Tasks b9.0

Tot& Time in Technical Tasks 31.0

100.0

,

24



or product analysis.

Two items from the survey point out the importance

of technical reporting to industry. First, Table rys. pige

26, shows that 84.9 per cent responded to the Written Re-

porting category while 69.9,per cent responded to the Oral

Reporting category. Second, Table:if, pags 34, shows that

86.0 per cent or the respondents listed "Report Format as

a desirable skill. Complaints in the discUssion of technical

writing ranged frok a lack of neatness in penmanship to a

lack of spelling'and vOcabulary commensurate with the

technician I s position

Written Reporting. FOrmal or informal technical

written rePorting generally fell ihto two classifications:

description and analysig.' In the-descriptive classificaiion,

the technician may' do several 'possible types of work. In

the comMerical art department that I Visited, a coMmon type

of research wak the searching for trade.marks to be used

byllealers of the company throughout the world. For obvious

reasons, the technician had to be well aware of those Marks

already in use and had to be able to combine or create new

designs. The written report gave the idea of design and.

supporting reasons for.choosing it. PUrthermore, pecor that

it was not used by another dealer had to be given to insure

there would be no legal complications.

Net ,. 4,117.-:-. 7,, 4 ,



Task Responses % of Useable Man %
Responses of Time

Written Reporting 113 84.9

Oral Reporting 93 '69.9 25.4

Communicative Tasks 49.9

Technical Tasks 50,1

100.0

26
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A further type of descriptive reporting occurs in

maintenance work. 'No of Wisconsin's largest telephone

companies report.that their technicians must report every

line breakdown that occurs, with explicit ..nstamotions on

the repair of the problem or recommendations for the next

shift. In the case of the night shifts where there is

often no engineer on hand, the importance of the report

is enlarged.

Mr. Kaaus, Chief Engineer, La Crosse Telephone

Company, stated that this reporting ability was a major

factor in the company. In this instance, clarity, concise-

, ness, and acauracy of the language are essentials of the

report.

Those technicians who must meet the .public and per-

form service work away from the plant must also report

the description of the problems and the action taken. /n

most cases, this is done on standard forms. At the end of

the month the technician may well prepare a formal summary

report rangim from one to ten pages.

In this descriptive classification the use of the

written report to list investigative tasks or describe

research and development of a new product ii also in evi-

7Mr. Charles Klaus. Permission to quote secured.

,

_



dente. According to personal interviews, the importance

lies in the ability of the technician to accurately and

persuasively sell the product to his superiors. Strong

logic and deductive reasoning are a must in the report

showing a new development, according to Mr. Gilchriatof

COntrol Data, Spring; Grove, Minnesota.8 The point that

a new product might never be developed because of a lack

of ability to report on its initiil stages must not be over-

looked.

Product changes that must be reported on blueprints

or product specifications are another source of descriptive

report writing for.the technician. At a recent interview

in a large drafting and development section, each print

had over 19% of its area devoted to instructions. The

ability to accurately instruct the user of Changes is es

important as the print itself. An interesting observation

was of the difference in terminology of the lead draftamen

and the trainees. For example, the prints produced by lead

men often used terms such as "lubricate" or "correct".

compared to "oil" and "change". Some weaknesses outside

his technical ability that kept a draftsman from .advancement

8 Mr.. Gilchrist, Plant Manager, Control Data Spring
Grove, Minnesota, interview, November 2, 1967. Perkssion
to.quote secured.
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were shortcomings in Spelling and ability to write instruc-

tions clearly and 'concisely. These points certainly give

credence tothe correlation between ability to communicate

and advancement.

Finally, the descriptive type of researdh reporting

is,present in the writing of sales brochures. A smaller

company almost exclusively uses its-technicians to write .

not only the descriptive literature of the product but also

the instruction sheets and/Or specifications. For larger

products such as pop coolers, there pay be a total of

eighteen to thirty pages, while.the SMaller items can be

easily handled in one page. Whatever the case may be, the

emphasis must be on the end result, the use of the material

by the consumer or .maintenance man.

The second major category of written rePorts is the

reporting .of test analysis. More than likely this will be

. done on printed reports on which the technician is respon-

sible for accurately reporting whatever.information he .

receives from the tests. Some of the larger companies that

were interviewed made extensive lase of computers to handle

detailed work, but there were Atill many work stations

where physical tabulaiing and reporting were being done by

the technician. In particular this was in evidence during

a tour of Trane Company, La Crosse, Wisconsin, where air
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conditioning specialists were running tests almost contin-
uously. Each specialist reported directly to a lead tech-
nician or engineer and kept a constant record of temperature .

changes.

'Written reporting includes not only the .formai re-.
search reporting that most, of us are familiar With'but. also '

the daily reporting that the specialist'mustperform. The

amount of time spent in reporting these talks is directly
related to the rank the technician has. Technicians in
the research and development areas will no,doubt: spend the
majority of their time in pure research and thus have a
greater need of technical writing. For the ,purpose of this
paper and any subsequent project on the deVelopment_ of an...

English program, the emphasis must be heavy on the teiching
of the correct writing .of technical reports.

. Another factor of report writing that should be
mentioned is the necessity of accurate spelling. Table V,

page 34, shows that.69.8 lorer cent of the companies indicated

a need for teaching spelling to the technician. Every inter-

view supported this factor, and comments on the questionnaires

stated that the technician's spelling ranged from "poor"

to "atroCious." Again the personal observations showed

the devastating effect a misspelled word-had on a clear
blueprint that would have been sent to a customer. An
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unnamed manager summed up the entire philosophy of the im-
portance of the written report in thetie words:

An individual's work is psychologically questionedif his work is sloppy, made up of obvious errors, andcontains spelling errors of simple, common words. Ifthere are errors in the written presentation, there isan inference in the original work of errors.

Oral Reporting. Table IV, page 26, shows that
69.9 of the companies responded and showed a mean time
of 25,4 per cent given to oral reporting. The interviews

definitely showed the oral reporting to be a major portion
of the research work performed. It was nearly impossible
to 3eparate the conversational reporting from the actual

reporting to a superior or.subordinate. HOwever, one

major pant to consider is the leveli of appropriateness

in the langUage the technician encounters. Even though

the oral tasks he may perform are of a very informal

nature, he nevertheless must be able to comprehend-and

speak in the vernacular of all levels from the engineer
and the administrator to the worker on the line. A strong

preparation is a must in the skills of basic vocabulary
building. This fact is additionally supported by the fact

that 7;5.4 per cent of the industries indicated Vocabulary

as a desirable skill. (See Table V, page 34) There is

further evidence in the comments of the questlonnaires that

state that many of the industries have their own terminology

tra
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and the graduate must have the capability to learn terms

peculiar to his particular field.

Whereas the written report is a, permanent record of-

the technical research being performed, the oral report

more than likely is an on-the-spot report of progress

betng made. According to the intervieied supervisors; it

Is a common occurrence to be called into a directoes ta'

manager's meeting and asked to explain the progress °fan

experimental or developmental project. The need for training

in short demonstrative or impromptu speedhes is very apparent

4.../1 this function of the semi-professional 'worker. The

ability to think logically and quickly is an advantage to

the technician that must perform in the highly complex fields

cf today's industry.

.
The more forMal oral reporting involves the_ effective

.se -4. graphic materials. Some training that will aid

!r_ -their preparation must be a part of the program. Once

a:gain, this may vary with various fields, but on the whole,

veciin.lcian must be able to illustrate his presentation

w:ih whatever visual or communicative aids he has at his

disposal.

The oral report fills the same categories as the

written, that is, reports-of description and analysis. To

repeat the various forms would be reduhdant; however, the
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major difference seemed-to be one of preparation and

delivery. While the written report can be prepared, re-

viewed, and then rewritten, the impromptu report must

be logically and.clearly given on the initial attempt.

Furthermore, there is no doubt that there will be differences

in terms of language, color, and effect between the oral

and written reports.

In conclusion, this chapter has shown the needs of

indUstry. The opening quotation of the chapter, "An

inarticulate man will neVer realize his full potential

regardless of his technical abilityi" seems to be the

key statement. The concluding Chapter of this paper will

attempt to realize these needs of industry and present

a technical Engligh program that will not only satisfy

them but also glve the technical student the skills and-

-. confidence he needs to succeed in his industrial endeavors.



Skills

Spelling

Report Format

Reading

Vocabulary

TABLE V

DESIRABLE ENGLISH SICILLs

Par cent of Res onses

69.8

86.0

65.0

75.4

34
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CHAPTER V

PROPOSED hVGLISH PROGRAM

. This concluding chapter will present a general plan

ror each major category in Table III, page 24, stressing-

thosc items that this itudy has-indicated as major needs

oc industry. The proposed program is correlated with the:

needs of industry and will Ix: presented in the order em.,

ployed in Chapter IV. This means that actual sequence will

have to be decided upon by the individual or the school.

The importande of syntax, vocabulary, spelling, and

composition can never be overlooked in. any English course.:

Thus, these areas of study, will be an integral part of.the

English program. Spelling; and vocabulary lists should com-

plement the technical programs. For example, those Engliah

classes dealing with electronics students should draw their

spelling and.vocabulary from Usti of words submitted by

the*electronics department. This will assure a meaningful

mlbstance to this phase of the.English program and reinforce

technle.al subject matter as well. Effective written com-

position must include proper structure and organization-of

neatences as weii as paragraphs, and can be included in

several oP.the units presented--mainly, Composition and



Reading, and Research Reporting.- As is true in, all areas

or General Education, the English department must be-con-

stantly aware of trends.in the technical areas and comple-

ment them wherever possiblp. .

FY'

FIRST SEMESTER

Rosiness Letters. There are two factors which dlc-

tate the teaching of business letters. First the cost of

A-0 hesIness letter has climbed to $2.49 per letter.
1

This

_n- shol;ld be sufficient reason for preparing future

:'-z.igerial.people in the efficient use of letter writing.

;c:c noly, in the survey, industry indicated that .betOeen

6 an0 10 per cent of the technician's time-is spent in

preparation of business letters. In recogniti= of

-11Pse facts, a two-week unit in business letters represents

aporoximately 6 per cent of the two-Semester course.

A unit in letter mechanics may include some rhetor-

r-ai :nformation such as purpose, tone, reader orientation,

(Jrjanivat;on. An opportunity to use basic elements

syntnx and compoSitinn'techniques can easily reinforce

crIgAsh skills. The rules of courtesy, clarity,

,at14rainess, and cwlipaetness have their place not gray.

ylvia Porter, "Cost of Business Letter Sônrs to
.1i Average," La Crosse (Wisconsin) Tribune (November 13,P. 5,

f'

et
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in business letters btit in other forms of technical writirig.2

With the stressing of the correction of errors in sample
letters, appropriate usage and effective gramMar can be

incorporated in this unit.
The second part of the medlianical* aspect of writ-

ing must cover the various parts of a letter. These are

an essential pirt of the mechanici of the letter. Realiz-

ing that all of these parts mey not appear in each letter,
the student must nevertheless be thoroughly faMiliar with

these seven parts: (1) heading, (2) inside address, (3)
salutation, (11.) body, (5) complimentary close, (6)..sispature,

and (7) identification line.3
Finally the teaching of mechanics should include

familiarization with various styles. Since the technician

will have to adapt to the company he may become associated

with, a brief mention of the block, semi-block, and balanced
bloc', should be made.

The second major element to be taught in this unit
should be an acquaintance with the various types of letters

2Harold J. Janis, Writing and Communicatinii, (Boston,
1960), pp. 67.68.

3George W. Crouch and Robert L. Zetlera. A Guide to
Tcehnl.cal Writing, (New York, 1950, pp. 19-56.

11.Williarn A. Damersti Resourceful Business Communication,
(hew York, 1966), pp. 77.76.
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the technician may use on the job. According to Chapter

IV the survey shows that he will generally use letters

of inquiry, purchase, and application.

In a letter of inquiry, the technical student must

concern himself with several items including conciseness

and thoroughness. The student must also be able to dis-

tinguish between letters of request and those of inquiry

as well as use the various methods of replying negatively

and positivelk.5

The letter of purchase not only needs the.accurate

description of the inquiry letter but also must include

the dates of shipment, terms, methodi, and price.6 Since

most companies use their own printed purchase orders, the .

student should investigate various suspense and follow-Up

systems.

Finally, the letter of application must receive

major attention in this unit. Two compOnenis must be

emphasized in the letter of application. First,' the

student must be able to write an appealing cover letter.

Secondly, he must be able to complete an effective resume.

There are numerous schools of thought on the contents of

5Damerstx pp. 29-37.

6w. O. Sypherd, Alvin M. Foutain, and V. E. Gibbens,
Manual of Technical Writing. (Chicago, 1957), p. 67.
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a resume, but generally it must' include the following

categories: personal data, education, experience, and

personal references.7

As this paper is not intended to give an extensive

pinn in'thi teaching of each unit, it will suffice to

mention that the student mdst be given individual aitell-

t7on and practice in writing letters of application.

ReadinA and Composition. The high per cent of

responses in thiis' category (96.6) and the amount of time

(11.0 to 16.7 per cent) devoted to tedhnical reading on

the job warrant a four-week unit on developmental reading.

Since the teaching of reading.lends itself to the teadhing

of basic composition skills, the imtegration of.the two

at this, point seems natural.

From my own experience in Vocational and Technical

Education, there will be a need of a remedial reading and

language clinic to aid those with olilhous and serious

reading difficulties. The language.laboratory.can easily

be established and can:be used to ald those technical'

students recommended by .their teachers through the use

of standardized testing programs. Emphasis should be
_

placed on the correction of grammatical weaknesses and

7Damerst, p. 442.
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structural errors.

The content of the reading unit must utilize the

basic concepts of reading in the development of compre-

hension and composition skills necessary to the technician.

A brief period of reading readiness is suggested by Gordon

Funk in an article on vocational arts, "Heading and

Industrial Arts: Interview." He further states that

there are three types of reading readiness tools that

are available in the industrial classrocm: labeling,

identifying, and demonstrating. In labeling, tools are

given their correct names at the beginning of the semester,

a step which correlates with word recognition in early

readinc training. Identifying, such as using a floor .

plan with equipment located and numbered* correlates with

syntax and sentence patterns. Finally, demonstrating

gives the student the opportunity to see the tool in oper-

ation and its importance to the entire process. Likewise,

he can visualize the word in context and see its relation

to the whole composition. Because the technician sees

these s.ills in the classroom and uses them on the job,

they appear to be an excellent point of departure for

the instructiOn of reading improvement. Funk ends the

article with an appeal for English teachers to work

closely with technical instructors and correlate writing
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and reading skills with technical c.ourse.content.8'*

There is no definite order to the reading skills
that follow, but certainly they Must be includea in any
approach to the problem. Word Meaning, Recognition, and

Grouping allow the student 'to grasp the main idei of 'the

word, the sentence, or paragraph. A striving for con-
textual meaning and analysis of words or units of words

will give the student a basis for comprehension. Even

though the technician cannot .be expected to skim or

speed read on the job, he should have the opportunity to
acquire thil habit for fast selection of major points
of emphasis in his speciality. Since the technician- usee

outlining as a major portion of formal technical writing,
this unit is a logical place to Antroduce outlines. By

outlining technical reading materials, the student can
see practical examiee of conposition, topic development,

and support.

A. reading unit would be incomplete without an

investigation of major types of discourse that the student
will continually use in writing and reading. J. D. Thomas,

8Gordon Funk, "Reading and Industrial Arts: Inter-
view." 1 roved Readi s in Seconda Schools: Selected
Raiding.% y" wrenc err, ew or, ,
£?% 320-329.



writIng in Composition for Technical Studenti, staies

tnat future technicians ahould.become familiar with

exposition, description, narrations and arguMentation.9

In technical exposition.as well as other forms

of composition, there are several basic elements that

must be taught. A theas sentence, logical development,-

supporting evidence, and an effective conclusion are'

basic parts of exposition.. Methods of deductive -reasoning-

must be IntroduCed and_use made of these methods as the

bat;is of future work. Paragraph development, definitton,

and transition are.other essential parts of exposition

that mu0; be covered.

From the survey' it appears that the two most

Impor:ant minor functions of discourse.arq description

ani argumentation. Again enumeration and expansion of

Ictails are the highlights that must receive attention.

Argumentation will receive further attention in the sec-

ond semester of research reporting:

31x:can The survey indicated that between 30.1 and

L2.3 per cent of the technician's time is spent tn oral

com=n1tion. Further observation and interviews tend....0.
9.1. D. 'Thomad, Composition for Technical Students.

(New York, 1965), p.

42



to support this fact and give a definite pictureof what

distinctive types of speech training the technical student

needs. The speech unit will cover a twelve week period

and should include theory and practice. In the speech

unit, the student will be given ample opportunity to

practice effective organization and support of thesis or

purpose sentences. The balance.of this section.will show

those elements that should be taught during the twelve

weeKs. The material will serve a two-fold purpose. First,

it will correlate the needs of industry with the courses

offered; secondly, it will give the student a basis for

future work in the second semester unit on oral...reporting.

An effective speech course must include a unit on

listening. Since the technician spends a gxeat deal of

time in receiving or giving oral directives, .it is imper-

ative that *he be trained for listening effectively. The.

student must be aware of the three functions of listening,

(1) for enjoyment, (2) for information; and inspiration, and

(3) for improving the understanding and use of principles

of communication and critical thinking.
10

The student must develop the ability to listen

10
Karl F. Robinson and E. J. Kerikas, Teaching

§12.9.2.2hiletiaterials. (New York, 1965), P. 261.
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crltically, whether it be in a person to person relationship

or in the midst of an-audience. He must be fully aware

of Nichols' ten universal bad listening habits and the-

methods of eradtcating them (See Appendix D). Finally,

listening must be incorporated throughout the speech

unit. Constant efforts to-improve the power of concen-

tration through effective listening will enhanCe the

ruture success of the technician.

Without going into the methodology or mechanics of

presenting the speech unit, one must mention:certain basic

concepts included in the theory of speech. Time should

oe devoted to the discussion of subject, purpose, and

ada'ptation of the speech to the audience. Again, the

0a6ic concepts of composition are stressed with.emphasis

-rie finding of materials, organization, and developing

m,,:tnous of support. Outlining,. which is necessary in all

writing and speaking situations, should be expanded to

include complete topic amd sentence outlines for each

:;peakime; asignment. Finallylthe use of visual as well

as vocal communication should be stressed.

In a twelve-week unit approximately five oral

projects could be assigned which would fulfill the spe-

cific objectives mentioned above. These would consist

of two or more informative speeches, one persuasive



speech .and One small uoup discussion.

There hre two major skills that need to be taught

in order to train the technician to speak effectively.

Pirst, the student must be able to display effective-

physical behavior in all aspects of the speech. Spills
In audlimee contact, attitudes, movement, gestures,

and facIal'expressions must be gained by the speaker and

covered during the unit. Secondly, the student must-be

trained In effective vocal communication. Improvement

of physical characteristics of the voice, plus develop-

ment vocal variety in terms of pitch, volume, rate,

and force, must be given attention.
11

(See Appendix D)

The speech to inform is one of the tools that will

enable the technician to perform his duties better.

According to Alan H. Monroe, Purdue University, there are

tnree types of informative speeches which occur. frequently.

These three, which seem to fit the exact needs of the

technical student, are as follaws: (1) reportsscienti-

fic or technical; (2) instructLons; and (3) lectures.12

the technician is going to be placed in situatIons

11Robinson, p. 309.

12Alan H. Monroe, PrinciOes andiType_of_keech.
(Chicago, 1962), p. 357.
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where he will face these types of speeches, he mutt.have

a thorough understanding of the purpode of the informative
speech, According to Monroe., the major purpose of the

informative speech is the giving of a clear and. concise

Understanding of the ideas presented--a major objective
of technical exposition.3.3

Organization and the concreteness, appropriateness

and accuracy of language are all .details of .the speech
preparation that need to be enumerated for the _student.
Special emphasis must be given to the steps of organization
of the informative speech. The attention-gaining intro-
ductJ on, the need, development of ideas, and the informa-

tive summary are the steps that must be taught prior to
giving this speech.

The iecond type of speech that will play an impor-
tant part in the preparation and activities of :the tech-
nician is the speech.to stimulate or to actuee through
emotional stimulation. This speech, primarily to stimu-
late or inspire, is often used in sales presentations.
It fits the needs' of the.technician who may be Called on

to handle exhibits or serve as an assistant duringe a
sales presentation. That this type of assignment exists

131fonroe, pp. 393.0395,4
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has been afrirmed by the oral interviews. Theetechnician,

who is oeten closer to the technical aspects or the pro-

41uct than the salesman, is olbten used as a technical con-

zultant during a sales situation and must be able to show

the product in a logical and appealing order. Some or

the Features or this type or speech which are or major

importance and need to be taught are phraseology, speci-'

ficity, concreteness, and clarity. The use of comparison

3nd contrast, motivation, and imagery must also be covered.

Acquainting the student with the various types of imager5

as listed in Monroe's Principles and Types of Speech will

rum a basis for the extensive oral reporting in the
14

second semester. The speech to stimulate adds the

visualization step. Again the student must be aware of

the entire process oV'Speech to stimulate and be able to

i;he listener that his topic or project has a

de:inite u:,e or place in the entity of the operation.

ThLs obligation exists when the technician must persuade

supervisor or the value of an individual part within its

r.A.ationshlp to the whole product.

Tne speech to convince is.a logical development

rrom tho speeches to inform and stimulate. Although this

14
Monroe, pp. 393-395,
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speech combineS many of the principles of the previous

two speeches, there are several additional skills the

technical student must master. He'must be aware of the

possible audience reactions and adapt his presentation

accordingly. He must also be able to use concrete factsj

and prepare vivid illustrations to provide sound, logieal

reasoning.

The fourth type of speech.the'student will neet.is

the demonstration speech, which fulfills two rieeds of the

tec4nician. First, it will give him a tool for further

proficiency on the job, since he must constantly make

emonstrations to subordinates or learn frOm demonstras

from superiors. A thorough training in this speech wilf'-

zssist him in t,le critical skills of speaking and listen-

in:;. Second, it will gfie him another basis for futtre

technical reporting. Since demonstrations make use of

visual aids, this type of speech presents the first .

opportunit-:- to use a technical apparatus or mechanical

device during a speech. Again some additional concepts

:flust presented in this unit. Simplicity, vividness,

wor.cin: order of tha apparatus, and useful meaning of

the visual aids must be attended to.

Finally the speech unit sliould allow participation

it) discussion activities. Since the discussion or confer-

.
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ence type presentation wkll be taught in the second sem-

ester, this unit will serve as a basis-for'familiarization.

If we recognize that discussion is the cooperative deli-

beration of problems by persons thinking and conversing

toether, it is easy to realize this type of speech 'All-

fIlls an essential need of the student. It also answers

a need Or the student to cooPerate and think reflectively

and inauisitively--skills of vital importance to the
15technical student.

While the technical student must be made amare of

the four cmmaniy.recognized types of discussion, (1)

Round-Table Discussion (COmmittee), (2) Panel Discussion,

(3) Symposium, and (4) Lecture, the emphasAs should be

placed on the Round-Table.Discu3sion since it beSt repre-

sents the type of activity he will encounter on the job.

In this type of discussion group, the group works together

tn an effort to analyze the problem before them.and reach

a satisfactory so1ution.16 According to 12 of the 14 firms

interviewed,.thls technique is commonly used in industrial

product development and research. The ideas of ?defining,

analyzing, suggesting solutions'. and evaluating solutions

15
Rob3nson, p. 190.

16Ibid., pp. 407-, 451.

4
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can reinforce technical as well as academic areas.

When this first semester, is completed the student

will hopefully have learned the bisic concepts of oral

and written composition. He has been made aware of the

various approaches to the development and improvement of

reading, and.of the.neceSsary forms of business letters.

Wnile these units have been correlated with the needs_of

Industry, they have also been designed for several other

fiurposes, First, they give the stuAent a basis for the second

semester, which deals wholly with technical reporting.

'Secondly, they are designed to show the student a definite

correlation between academic and technical subject areas.

In previous courses it has been seen that the technical

student can see little value in an academic subject like

linclish unless is specifical4r relates:to his core area.

B7 using samples from industry in each unit, he Can observe

Ulat tIle material can function as an essential part of hiS

technic:3i training. Finally, the student is exposed to a

ninuous training program in correct and appropriate use

;:rammar and,punctuation. The development of basic Eng-

lish skills, vocabulary, r.ad expository skills will carry

over into the following semester.

Second Semester

Prior to this point, I have not mentioned individual
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text books since there'are numerous books on the market .

that easily lend themselves.to the teachlng of speech,-,

business letters, and composition. A bibliography of such

books is shown in Appendix C. However, for the second-

semester, I have faund three books that Seem to be ideally

suited for an 18 week course in technical reporting.'

The first book ii-an.ant.hology of technical writers;

engineers, and industrial leaders.expressing.the importance'

of writing to the technician. Technical and Professional

Writiniv a Practical Antholosib editedby Herman A. Estrin,

answers the-question "Why?" for the student and can serve-

nicely as outside reading materia) for,motivation.

The second book, Practical Speakinj,for the Technical

:41an by John E. Dietrich and Keith Brooks, deals with the

oral technical reporting that Will be covered insthis

semester. It does gAve additional speech pradtices that

can be utilized throughout the technician's career, and has

been referred to several times in the speech unit for the

first semester.

The third book, Technical Report Writing by Rufus

P. TUrner, has been selected as the basic text because it

t.aves the most practical approach not only to technical

writing but also to standarized format. It is further

adaptable because it is divided .into ten chapters which
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easily fit the time allotted. In addition,,the five larger
,

companies that were shown the book during the in.terviels

endorsed its style and dontent.

The balance of this chapter will .deal with the

teaching of technical reporting. Since there is much repe-

tition in oral and written technical reporting, I shill

not deal with them as separate. units. Rather, I shall

give the elements of the report writing process and at the

end of the chapter give additional requirements for oral

reporting .

The need of technical reporting is evident in sever41

different areas that this report has touched. First, the

results of the survey showed that a mean of 49.2% of the

technician's time was devoted to actual reporting while

the balance was spent on technical work. Secondly, the

volumes of paper woek that are in evidence for each major

development in science give ample proof of the need of

reporting. For example, in the development of an antenna

system for the Titan III space booster, there were 13,200
17

pages of technical reports turned in and printed.

A semester of technical reporting must be preceded

by an introductory unit giving the nature of technical

7
Rufus P. Turner, Technical Reporting Writini; New

`4ork, 1965), p. XIII.
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writing, its background types, .and style. The 'anthology

listed earlier provides- excellent motivation tor the cpen-
ing unit. Mention must also be made of the variza attri-
butes, such as clarity, coherence completeness,' 6onfidence,
and control. Finally the student must become familiar with

the various types of .technical reports.
Another definite 'unit th4t mist be included is an

introduction to the special :techniques of technical writing.
irimarily this consists of the Use of definitions.description
of mechanism, description of a process, clailiification, and
interpretation.18 These techniques are not tattght as types

of reports, for usually several, of then are found in a
single report,. The intermingling of these gives an.excel-
lent basis for.further,development as*the semester proceeds.
The stress is placed c-a the practical aspect as well as the
theory of, 'these techniques. For exaMple, in teaching the

use of,the technical definition, some aspect of the pi4bc-

tica3. area' the technician is studying might well be defined.
Using this definition as an example, the student can give
another definition of a closely 'related object. Mother
exemp)e..may be the description of a process by the student
in èithér1 writien or oral Assignments. The basic idea of

,

4

,..-:` ,
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this unit is to lay the grourdwork for the formal reports

that follow. By examining: eachtechnique, the stUdent can

identify and classify reports and should be able to under-

stand them better.

The next unit involves the anatmny Of the techniCal

report. Here the student must be taught the various parts

of reports in detail. Be must a1,71O learn to distinguish

between formal and informal reports, and the differences

in writing and presenting these two categories.

"A formal report is a full-scale, detailed, tightly

structured report. ...The formal report is always assumed

to be a permanent record."19 With this in mind the in-

structor must prepare the student for the additional re-

quirements of a formal report, such as a letter of trans-

mittal, cover, cover page, 'and bibliography, io mention a

few.

The informal report differs from the formal report

in that it is likely to be shorter, less structured, and

often sent in the form of a letter or memorandum, Or given

orally. Again the major, parts of this report differ

considerably from those of the formal report, and notice

should be taken of these differences.

19 mills, p.34.
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The last of the introductory units should give some

attention.to the memorandum. Even though each company

usually has its'own form, there are several major featureS

common to:all that can be shown and studied. Considering

the amount of time that the. technician spendsin initiating

business letters, and the possibility that many of these

reports will be in the forafof memorandums, it seems

advisable to make note of them in this place in the program.

After the student, has investigated, the varioui types

of reports, he must begin to organize and examine the

general procedures for report writing. The student must

be macie aware that-there Are set procedures for the pre- .

liminary planning, collectin, of data,.outlining, illustrat-

ing, and preparing the final material. lie must also be

shown the required language of the technical report slaw

wlth-the details of the manuscript mechanics. Since he

will receive these elementary details in the introductory

unit on report Writing, he will be given the practical

opportunity to refer to them throughout the semester.

Once the student has become'familiar.with t4e term-

inoloky of the technical report, hecan begin the practical

work of the course. To acComplish this, he must naturally

follow an organized course of action including establithment

or purpose, methodl and order of attacking the problem.
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He anst.be fully aware.that there are several different

approaches in the planning of A teChnical 'report .that one

does not find in the average English research paper-. First,
a. reproduction process must be seletted. Since the techni-
calreport is often circulated throUghout, a company and

its branches if useful, the question of how *any and What
kind of copies lawn be determined. In this unit, t:then,..the
student must biome familiar with the various instruments
for reproduction and the processes involved. A second major
difference is in the_ selection.of illuitrations for the man-
uscript. Again, some practical experience or an opportunity
to watch professional illustrators and writers collaborate
would be or value to the technician. Finally, the techni-
cian that turns in a fonsal report must be taught to allow

_ for approvals of each section and adhere .to a definite time
schedule.

In sequen-ce, the Othering of materials must follow
the preliminary planning. These may. be gathered from

lab-oratory or field work, inVestigations, surveys, inter-
views or, in some instancel, literature reviews. Since

factual material is. the backbone of technical reports, it
is highly essential that the student be given every oppor-
tunity to-find sources ;or obtaining this material.

The use of the outline general writing procedures,:
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writing squence,- and illustrations to supOort the paper

follow in sequence and must be given thorough attention.

Since the student has reviewed some of the basic composition

skills in the first semester, a transfer of learning should

now facilitate the teething of the writing steps. The

keynotes to this process may well be conciseness and clar-

ity. Again, theory alone will not suftice; practical exper-

ience in all of these categories must be given. At each

step in the sequence of writing the report, tine can be

taken to allow the student to write and discuss his work in

relationship to the conceptt being taught.

A substantial unit on the selection and Preparing

of illustrations warrants comment at this point in the

courie. As mentioned earlier, the student should be made

aware of the processes of reproduction. He should also

be made aware of the use of photography, slides, line

drawings, graphs, tables, and charts. In addition, he must

learn to identify, plate, and properly refer to illustrations

in the text of the manuscript.

After the manuscript has been roughed out, the

student must devote time to revision and rewriting. This

offers an opportunity to correct the writing faults involv-

ing grammatical, spelling, and punctuation errors. Sentence

variety and quality, with emphasis on brevity and consistency,
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must be reviewed along with the logicp2 development and

sequence of ideas.20 At this time, a review and analysis

of footnotes and bibliography entries must be made and

necessary corrections taken.

The final step 11. the witing unit is the polishing

of the rough draft. The assembly of material, the place-

ment of illustrations, appendices, pagination, as well as

the mechanics of the typing procedure must be stressed.

A brief introduction to proofreading for printing can be

useful in this section.

The ultimate objective of the writing unit on tech-

nical reporting has been the culmination of two semesters

of English with a meaningful wTitten project. All of the

aspects of good techiscal reporting have been incorporated

in the written rebort to allaw.the students to be able

to think and communicate logically and concise:ty. These

demands not only meet the demands of industry but also

fulfill a basic need of every student. In this instance,

they'relate to the technical objectives of the school: to

train the student for successful employment and to develop

his personal traits.

With the high amount of time spent in oral tasks

20 Turner, pp. 91-103



(Table II, page 23 and Table III, page 24), it is fairlii

evident that there must be instruciion in the Presetation

of technical reports. The remainder of this chapter.will
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deCi with the differences found in the various presentations,

John E.-Dietridh and Keith Brooks in their book,

Practical Speaking for the Technical Nan list four types

of oral presentations: (1) oral summary of S written report;

(2) a complete oral report; (3) reading aloud parts of

written report; and (4) reading aloud the entire written

report. 21 .

Since these are oral reports, the student must lie

aware of the visual and vocal communicative Skills that are

needed to give them effectively. He must be skilled in

phiasing, giving stress or emphasis correctly, pacing the

reading rate, and using visual contact with the audience..

Just as the written report used illustrations, so .

does the oral repott. In thie instance, the technical

student must be thoroughly familiar iiith the devices tcv

support his report. Since he has had the basic demonstration

speech in the first semester, a transfer of ideas again

21John E. Ddetridh and Keith Brooks. Practical
Speaking for the Technical Nan. New Jersey, 1558), pp.
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can be facilitated.. A definite poztion of this unit must

-be given to presenting a sample of each of the oral reports

listed before. These reports have tO be presented with-

effective visual aids.whieh the student must not only be

able to use but also be able to construct and arrange

within:the speech. .

Two other types of oral reports thould be noted

.this semester,.the interview and the conference report.

The use-of the interview on a formal'or informal basis is

in evidence every time the technician gives an oral report

to a supervisor, applies for a job, or Assists in a sales

presentation.. Although interviews generally fall into three

types: (1) application interview, (2) sales.intervieW, and

(3) professional intervie, in this unit me are generally

interected in the professional interview as it pertains to

the presentation of material to a supervisor.
22

Proper

preparation, organization, and presentation of ideas are

all skills that need to be mastered. The other kinds of

interviews deal With information previously covered and

should be presented as refreshers if time allows. The

conference method of technical reporting should be studied

in ways that permit practical experience. The introductice

Damerst, pp , 238-252 .
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of analytical, investigatiire, and critical thinking skills

in the discussion'unit'of the first semester should ma6

this practical eximrience more meaningful.to the second

semester technical student. Since he has had more exposure

to his technical subjects and a better background from which

to draw speech or report material, this unit will serve as

a culmination to the semester. In.gf4ing the oral repprt

from a written technical report done earlier in the

semester, the student will.utilize both oral and written .

skills.fram the entire semester. Again the opportunity

to relate the technical material to the academic classroom

will enhance:the English program and gi-le it a realistic

value to the student.

In conclusion, the entire semester of written and

oral reporting has been designed to train the student in

the expository,skills necessary for his future position..

My whole research, as well as the philosophy of the program,

is geared to meet the demands of industry, summarized by

this remark from one of the respondents:

The technician who is able to speak and write fell
generally is able to move.to a better position--simply
because of the impression he makes.
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APPENDIX A

1. Approximately how many ot our technical graduates do youemploy?

2. In what field is the majority of your technicians*
working?

3. Do your technicians engage in any of the following areasand for what percentage of their time?
% of timeA. Originating letters

B. Writing of Tech. Articles
C. Reading of Tech. Articles
D. Oral tasks such as addressing other

employees in training tensions,
safety meetings, etc.
Please describe briefly.

it Do ybur technicians have to perform research work thatinvolves:

Oral reporting Length

Written reporting Length
Do you have any suggestions of desirable Englith skillsin the technicians you eMploy?

Are there any special conimunicative skills that arepeculiar to your type of business?

T. Additional Commenis:
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Walker Stainless Steel
Our teehnical people must recetve and place.phone.

calls regarding-specifications and pricing to customers
and potential customers. I believe some training in
handling customers by Phone may be very useful.

The American Appraisal Company
The ability to cammunicate clearly, concisely, and

to convery the intended meaning can only be developed by
practice. Reading widely and writing are the Most logical
practice media. All writing (not only that completed in
English classes) azwe during the student's academic career
should be corrected for "grammar" and returned to the
student for review.

Anson & Oelkey Company
AS in all other occupations the ability-to communiaate

effectively is important to the indtvidualls advancement
abd growth in his organization.

Hanscroft Company
I think English is important to cammunicateldeas

necessary for their jobs. A good tedhnician-that cannot'
write or express himself"is at-a diSadvantage in getting
other supporting departments sudh as drafting& etc., to
help him reach his objective.

Malleable Iron Range
Our major probaems in this,area lie in the feet-

that our technicians cannot write-short, informative reports.
If the material presented is of any value it contains more
words than-necesaary,:. We place emphasis on graphic Cimmuni-
cation through our engineering plans. The drawing being
not an end in itself but the beginning of a coMmunique.
which must 'be interpreted by vendors, shopmeno_methods
peoples, etc. (sic).

Damrow
Teach them to express their teahnical knowledge in

laymen's language.

.r,
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Eau Claire
Ability to clarify thoughts and express them.clearly

to others many times affects progress of employees. The ,

correct and proper use of English skills in writing and -

speaking is esSential in any field, .

Modina
While our technicians generally have an excellent

f;rasp of the.technical aspects of their work, they have
difficulty in communicating the results of their activities.

Peter.Cooper Corporations
Written reporting: brevity; clarity, stepwise, logical

approacc, concise summary, definite recommendations. Nhos,
what, whg when, where, tmel Oral reporting: Moderate
speed, clam, talk modulated, sMiling voice and approach; (sic)
factual, positive.

Curtis Companies
These students should have the opportunityto !kite

a technical report explatning in detail the results of
their findings based primarily on a work experience or .

problem solving experience.

Franklin
Too many technicians lack the ability to write, and

read properly. We have some top notch men who neglect their
spelling. A broad vocabulary would nvercome much of the
difficulty.encountered in self-expression. A two-year Pro-
gram aimed at developing a vocabulary would work wonders.
It need not be massive--just continual,

Amphenol Corporation
The art of both written and verbal reporting seems

tu be falling into discard. There is great need for additional
empnasis on English, particularly in the aspects of business
letter writing.

Briggs Transportation
We appreciate your efforts to survey.industry as to

its needs. Our company does not have technicians of the
nature mentioned,.

Fox River Paper Co.'
Most technical personnel lose Out on rapid advance-

ment because of poor presentatian of technical data.

^^, r-rr
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Unit Description
-msPe

2 Introduction

Listening

Veit .jectimes
Oisde.gptantlings apprciations and skills to

To show the student Uportance of
speech. (Refer to thesis)
To make studenta aware of ethical
values of speech.
To pass out personal data sheet and
assign its return for following meet
To give "icebreaker" speech.
To announce assignments for the unit.

SKIMS OR CONCEPTS
4rrealar6i"Wirech.

1. Truth.
2. Facts vs. ipinion.
3. Good taste.

B. Personal -value of each speech.
1. Responsibility to class.
2. Responspility to self.

To leamn to listen effectively for
en,loyments informations and critical
understanding.
To learn to evaluate audience reactions
To improve listening habits.
(Ref: Robinson--Kerikass. p. 264)

slams
1:--Tisten effectively in the folio

si*uations:
1. Member of an audience.
2. Person-to-person.
3. Classroom

. .

B. To gain improvement of Nicholls
Ten Worst ListeningHabits.

1. Calling the subject uninter-
esting.

2. Criticising the delivery.
3. Getting overstimulated.
Ili. Listening only !Or facts.
5. Trying to outline eve
6. Faking attention.

. 7. Creating.or tolerating dis-
turbances.

8. Avoiding difficult exposito
=teasels.

9. Letting 'arsons' prejudices
interfere.10. Wasting the advantage of
thought speed.
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. onnwmear

Unit Description
Unit Objectives

Oniktrplanding, appreciations and skills to
be develo ed in terms of learuin

Speech prepatation To bi able to ratpare a speech for
and content. effective delivery.

To develop the speech with logic
and clarity. (Ref: Monroe, p. 285)

SKILLS

A. To prepare a speech by:
1. Analysis of audience and

occasion.
2. Choice of subject,

a. interest to speaker
and audience.

b. limited topic.
c. appropriate topic.

3. Gathering of material.'
a. sources.
b. ltbrary.

4. Arrival at thesis sentence.
5. Outlining.
6. Organization of material.

Plan speech content with:
1. Introduction.

a. attention getter
b. definition of terms
c. background

2. Body
a. Main points.
b. sub-topics.
C. supporting facts.
d. method of organizati

3. Conclusion. .

a. summary of main point
b. emphasis of major poi

DeliveryBodily To be able to use bodily action for
action, maximum results in speech delivery.

To aid student in bodily control, ease,
coordination and vitality of motion.

s

2

SKILLS
mprove speech delivery with:

A. Audience contact.
B. Visual contact.
C. Mental attitude.

Movement ,

1. To platform.
2. During speech.
3. From platform.

GI
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Unit Description"
Unit Objectives..(0040wpgan4ing, appreciations and skills to

'be divelosed in terms.of lumina)

Vocal Communication

12 I Speech to Inform

f- f. p,.

E. :aeStures..
.1. Conventional.
.2. Disciplined.

F. Facial expressions.
G. Characteristics of gestures.

I. Relaxation.
2. Vigor.
3. Definiteness. ,

4. Timing.
Six basic types of gestures.

1. Pointing.
2. Giving or receiving.
3: Rejection..
4. Clenched fist.
5. Caution.
6. Division.

To improve the quality of the voice.

SKILLS
ena.--"sn and improve the following:
A. Physical characteristics of voice

1. Breath control.
2. Thinness, weakness.
3. Huskiness, harshness.

Emotional control
B. Weal Vhriety.

1. Volume
2. Rate

a. pause.
3. Force

a. degree.
b. form.
c. stress.

I. Pitch.
a. key.
b. steps and slides.

C. Language.
1. Usage (effective word choic
2. Articulation.

To learn how to present material in an
understandable manlier. . To learn to
listen critically to student speeches
and instructions. (Ref: Monroe, pp.

to 388)

SKILLS
X7-Mentify three types of inforznativ

speech.
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. 72
Unit Objectives.

.(Underatanding, appreciations and skills to
be develo ed in terms of learnin

I. ..Repofts.
2. pistructions.
3. Lectures

Studentmust give a five-minute
speeCh to explain using the following .,

principles:

A. Characteristics of content.
1. Clarity&

a. logic.
b. transitions.
c. major premise Eapportea.

2.- Concreteness of language&
3. Variety of language.
4. Contrasts.

B. Organization
1. Attention step.
2. Need steP..
3.- Satisfaction:stgp;

Student must ,give a five-minute_
demonstration by using an apparatus'
or visual aid from his field.
FOr exaMples ah electronics student_
might demonstrate's. transistor.-

In additiOn tO steps'A and 13 aboVe
student mast be able To:

A. Speech to explaini

B. Spee6h to demon.
strate.

C. Use viaual aid...
1. Mechanical device.

.a: .clear.
b. vivid.
e. Meaningful.
d. working order.

2. Progressive explanation.

In both classroamsituations the
student must listen critically to
the other student speedhes'andlind:.

A. Strengths and weaknesses ofpreient-
i

ations.-

B. Flaws ininstructions or explanat;on
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Unit Objectives

(Understanding, appreciations. and skiils to-
davelo d in terns of laarnin

beliefs, attitudes or feelings.
To listen critically.
To be able to gain action through
these beliefs, attitudess.or feelings.

A. 4geech to.stim- To learn to use q0eedh to stimulate
ulate. as it applies to teChnical..sales..

pef: Monroe, pp. 389-41.0.1

SkiUs
rirtaat must give a five-minute
speech to stimulate to either gain
action or stimulate a belief, -feeling,
or attitude using the following:
A. Characteristics -of content.

1. Striking- ithraseologY.
2. alogar.1 or. Keynote...
3. ConCrete and specific

language.
4. Contrasts.
1. Motivation.
b. Imagery.a.- visual.

b. auditory'.
c. gUstatory.- (taste)
d. olfactory. (smell)
e. tactUal.

1. pressure.
2. -textUre shape.

23. heat and colct.
B. Motivational Sequence.

1. Attention- step.
2. Need step.
3. Satisfaction step.
4. Visualization step.
5. ActiOn step.

To.listen to speech deirelopment
and be able- to 'identity steps in
organization.

Student must give a five.ldnute
speech to sitnulats lioAting conditielons'
using fol,lowing, skills

Maga
X7131iderstanding Of propositions.
B. Determine criteria ,upon which

judgement is based.
C. Identification 'of tYpes of

propositions throUght
-14. Research:
2. Critici).' listening.

B. Spiech to cor:t
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Unit Description

4 Discussion.

Note: To be present
if time allows, sine
a form of discussion
will be given in the
oral reporting unit.

Unit Objectives`
(1/nderp tending apprecia tions -yid skills to
be developed.in terms of learning)

I Te7 ITMM'n en 17'7
.1. Concrete facts and examples.

. 2. logical reasoning.
. a. deductive.
b. : inductive.
C. casual.
d. use of axioms:
e. establishment of proof.

Be aware of the ethical values of
speech to convince.

1. Interest in others.
2. Recognition of others.

Warm personaity.
4. Show of character by languag

thie of suggestions.
: 1. Positive.

2. Negative.
Use of methods Of organization.

1. Problem-solving.
2. Direct or indirect.
3. Yes-response.
4 This-Or-nothing.
5_. Common-good,
b. Tried and proven.

Be able to react to the audience.
1. Friendly.
2. Hostile.
3. Indifferent.

To improve skills of analysis, problem-solving, and group participation.
(Ret: Robinson '13. 190 Monroe, pp.

548-582.5

KILLS
icipate in a round-table discussionin groups of four students plus astudent leader. A 30 'minute discussion

period will. be followed by a short
question and answer sessich.

Be able to identify the various formsof discussion.
1. Round-Table (Committee).
2 di Panel.
3. Symposium.
k. Lectureaqorum.

Be aware of the general goals of
discussion.

1. Exchange of ideas or opinions.
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Unit Deicription
.

. Unit ajectives
(Understanding, appreciations and skills to
be develo ed,in terms of lesrnin

2.. Reach an Agreement.
'3.- Mike decisions.

Use essentials of good discussion.
1. Order.*
2. Critical listening and

exchange of ideas.
3.. Qualities of leadership.

Use different steps in discussion
to

1. Define problem.
2. Analyze problems.
3. Suggest solutions.
4. Evaluate solutions.
5. Put solution into effect.

E. For participants:
1. Begin discnision effectively.
2. Keep it .on track.
3. Bring out all the facts.
4. Arrive at:profitable

solutions.
5. Be alert and listen.


